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Describes the technical specifications for on‐board wheelchairs for
airplanes

Description of
the guideline

List of content:
1. Introduction
2. Application
3. Operational requirements
3.1. Deployment and stowing; 3.2. Transfer of the passenger; 3.3.
Passenger comfort; 3.4. Control and manoeuvring; 3.5. Maintenance; 3.6.
Training; 3.7. Marking
4. Dimensional requirements
4.1. Overall dimensions when deployed; 4.2. Overall dimensions when
folded; 4.3. Seat base dimensions; 4.4. Backrest dimensions; 4.5. Push
handle dimensions; 4.6. Wheelbase and track; 4.7. Wheel dimensions;
4.8. Armrest dimensions; 4.9. Footrest dimensions; 4.10. Strap
dimensions
5. Load bearing capacity
6. Wheelchair diagram
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DPTAC developed this specification in three phases. DPTAC drew up the
requirements of this specification from research into a number of fields.
In Phase one, DPTAC gathered data regarding current use of on‐board
wheelchairs including air crew training, transfer techniques and
equipment, operational considerations and safety requirements from
commercial passenger aircraft operators. This element of the research
included a review of the features, benefits and drawbacks of on‐board
wheelchairs currently in use. Dimensional data relating to commercial
aircraft was gathered from relevant aviation standards. DPTAC gathered
anthropometric data from reputable sources, including British Standards
and DfT's Rail Vehicle Accessibility Regulations. This specification also
uses load bearing capacities from reputable rail, automotive and
aeronautical references. DPTAC assessed the current and emerging
product market through an internet search of available on‐board
wheelchairs and through discussions with suppliers known to be
developing new and innovative designs. DPTAC offered the resultant
specification as a draft for review and critique, and consulted aircraft
operators and disabled aircraft users. DPTAC tested the specified
dimensions, using disabled people, for compatibility with a representative
range of aircraft. The specification incorporates the findings of this
consultation and testing.

